GREEN GROUP:

Andrew—swam 25 yards in the pool
Christopher—swam 13 laps in the pool
Nicholas—jumped off balance beam 3 times, jumped off the starting block 2 times

PINK GROUP:

Julia—rode bike 15 laps for 3 and ¾ of a mile
Colleen—ran to the base in beep baseball in 6.3 sec
Megan—hit the ball 10 ft in beep baseball
Felix—rode 20 laps in tandem biking and rode the kick bike by himself
Jack—swam 4 laps in the pool and rode the kick bike for the first time
Carmela—rode the single bike for the first time

ORANGE GROUP:

Schuyler—played showdown for the first time
TJ—swam 8 laps in less than 15 min
Maddie—swam 25 yds in the pool using freestyle in 1 min 28 sec
Nattie—went fishing for the first time and caught 2 fish
Andrew—swam 25 yds in the pool using freestyle 34.5 sec
Abbie—swam 25 yds in 1 min 27 sec

BLUE GROUP:

Alex—rode 12 laps in tandem biking
Ahmat—rode 8 miles on the tandem bike and learned how to float in the water
Jordan—rode the 7 person bike and the kick bike for the first time